JONES CARNIVAL ATTRACTS MANY ON FIRST NIGHT

When the Johnny J. Jones Exposition's long train pulled into Warren on Sunday to show all this week on the brewery lot, most of the huge cars were returning to the community where they were manufactured.

Officials of the Jones show pointed out today that the greater number of the cars are products of the Warren Tank Car Company which specializes in the manufacture of circus and carnival rolling stock.

A large crowd visited the exposition last evening and came away satisfied that the Jones show is not only the largest in the world, but also has the finest selection of varied entertainment and the most courteous personnel.

Although the evening was on the cool side, the side shows, Darktown Follies, Follies of 1940, motor-drome, monkey circus and the other attractions were well patronized, and Warren citizens were experiencing thrills on novel rides as well as the old stand-bys, the Ferris wheels and merry-go-rounds.

Welcome news to the youngsters is that there are plenty of ponies to be ridden and a trip on the "Rocky Road to Dublin" behind a team of burros. Fun houses and a "Mystic Maze" will likewise draw seekers of novelty.

The Teeter sisters in their "slide for life" gave the patrons of the Jones show one of the big moments of the evening. This slide which runs three quarters of the length of the grounds is one of the most thrilling free acts ever offered by a show here.

Local residents were greatly impressed with the size of the Jones Exposition which takes up more space on the old circus grounds than any show that has ever visited Warren.

GRACE SUNDAY

Sword Swallower

Miss Vivian Dunning, champion lady sword swallower appearing here in Lewiston's big circus side show, one of the many feature attractions here with Johnny J. Jones Exposition. The exposition is playing for the benefit of the police retirement fund.